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1 Motivation and ResultsNeural Networks have shown great promise as heuristics for solving di�cult optimization problems.In their pioneering work Hop�eld and Tank [1] formulated the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP)on a highly interconnected neural network and made exploratory numerical studies on modest-sizedsamples. In ref. [2] the graph bisection problem was mapped onto a neural network along the samelines with very encouraging results with respect to solution quality and scaling properties. The mainingredients of the approach is to map the problem onto a neural network such that a neuron being"on" corresponds to a certain decision and then to relax the system with mean �eld techniques inorder to avoid local minima. These mean �eld theory equations are isomor�c to the RC-equations ofthe corresponding VLSI circuit, which would facilitate hardware implementations. Even if custommade hardware is the ultimate goal one should keep in mind that even a slightly lower ambitionlevel could be very rewarding; the intrinsic parallelism in the neural network paradigm could bee�ciently exploited in commercially available SIMD3 architectures like CRAY and the Connectionmachine.In ref. [2] the graph bisection (GB) problem was used as a testbed for extensive numericalexplorations using a neural network mean �eld theory method. The problem is de�ned as follows.Given a set of N nodes with a given connectivity, partition them into two halves such that the netconnectivity (cutsize) is minimal between the two halves (see �g. 1). This problem maps onto aFigure 1: A graph bisection problemneural network by letting neurons Si be "on" and "o�" respectively depending on to which of thetwo sets node i belongs. The dynamics is governed by an appropriate choice of energy functiontogether with the corresponding mean �eld theory equations. The results of [2] are encouraging.The quality of the solutions are comparable with those of the simulated annealing technique and theneural network technique is very competitive as far as time consumption goes even when executedserially.When generalizing to graph partition (GP) the N nodes are to be partitioned into K sets,each with N=K nodes, again with minimal cutsize (see �g. 2). This problem was approached inref. [3] with mixed results. The encoding in this case is to have neurons Sia that are "on" and"o�" depending on whether node i is in set a or not. We denote this encoding scheme neuronmultiplexing. Needless to say this encoding is not as compact as in the graph bisection case,which makes it necessary to introduce additional terms (local constraints) in the energy expressionensuring that a node i is "on" for only one value of a in the �nal solution. This redundancy in theencoding makes the mean �eld theory technique very ine�cient since it has to average over manycon�gurations that are not relevant to the solutions of the problem. This feature is particularlyprominent for random problems and less severe for very structured problems [3]. Similar conclusionswere drawn in ref. [4] for the TSP case (see below).3SIMD=Single Instruction Multiple Data. 1



Figure 2: A K = 4 graph partition problem
Figure 3: A N=4 TSP problemThe Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) problem is a special case of the graph partitionproblem in the case of K = N with the modi�cation that the set connections constitute a closedloop (see �g. 3) and an extension in the sense that analog values (city distances) are used for the nodeconnection matrix. In the original paper [1] 10- and 30-city problems were studied with very goodresults for the N=10 case. For N=30 the authors report on di�culties in �nding optimal parameters.In ref. [4] further studies of the Tank-Hop�eld approach are made with respect to re�nements andextension to larger problem sizes. The authors of ref. [4] �nd the results discouraging. We interpretthe origin of the observed problems as twofold. Many of the solutions are not "legal" in the sensethat a city is visited not exactly once (Sia for a given i is "on" for more than one a). This can easilybe remedied with a greedy heuristics as was successfully demonstrated in ref. [2]. Furthermoresuch a procedure widens the spectrum of good parameters to use. Once the greedy heuristics hasbeen applied the core problem stands out; that of redundancy in the imbedding of the problem asmentioned above in connection with graph partition.The target of this work is to �nd a more compact imbedding of the graph partition and TSPproblems. The basic strategy is to restrict the space of allowed states of the K neurons at everynode. Thus, instead of allowing the neurons to be "on" and "o�" independently, only such statesare allowed where exactly one state at every node is "on".Xa Sia = 1 (1)2



Technically, this leads to a Potts glass [5] rather than an Ising spin glass model. In what followswe denote this encoding scheme graded neurons. This formalism embeds the graph partitionand TSP problems in the same compact way as for the bisection case. The corresponding mean�eld theory equations look slightly di�erent, although similar in structure. Numerical explorationsindeed exhibit the expected improvements. With this reduced encoding the performance of theneural network algorithm is comparable with �nely tuned simulated annealing [8]. The idea ofusing Potts glass for optimization problems was �rst introduced by Kanter and Sompolinsky [6].Neural network algorithms for solving optimization problems contain free parameters; the phasetransition temperature Tc and the weights of the di�erent constraints. Even though our reducedencoding method gives solutions which are far less sensitive to the choice of these parameters, itwould be advantageous to have a parameter prescription in advance given a particular problem.By determining the distribution of eigenvalues of the e�ective connection matrix the approximatelocation of the critical temperature Tc can be estimated. This piece of information then constrainspossible values for the other parameters. We perform this analysis both for serial and synchronousparallel updating and are hence able to ensure that chaotic solutions are avoided in the latter case.Our graded neurons algorithm is benchmarked against �nely tuned simulated annealing heuristicsfor GP and TSP problems of di�erent sizes. The algorithm is implemented in a "black box" waysuch that no parameter tuning is needed. The resulting performance is nothing short of amazing;the quality of the solutions are within 10% from the "optimal solutions" as de�ned by the simulatedannealing runs. This is achieved with less than 100 iterations of the MFT equations for problemsizes ranging to 200 cities in the TSP case.The encoding of an optimization problem onto a neural network formulation is not unique. We havefound a general prescription that is "ghost-free" in the sense that the di�erent constraint terms aredistinguished from the cost term by a distinct algebraic structure. This prescription does not o�erany numerical advantages but it is more transparent for analyzing the phase transition propertiesmentioned above and it o�ers a standard way to map any optimization problem onto a neuralnetwork.This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we review the neural network formulation of the graphbisection problem. Sect. 3 contains the core of this paper; mapping the graph partition problemonto a neural network with the graded neurons encoding. In Sect. 4 the corresponding formulation isgiven for the TSP problem. Numerical studies of the relative performance of the neuron multiplexingand graded neuron encodings for the graph partition problem are presented in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6we analyze the phase transition properties of the systems and give a prescription for how to adjustparameters accordingly. A detailed numerical exploration of both the graph partition and travellingsalesman problem using the graded neuron encoding together with a "black box" prescription ofhow to implement the algorithm are found in Sect. 7. Sect. 8 contains a brief summary.For a reader in the users-end of the spectrum it is su�cient to read Sections 3,4 and 7 with emphasison the compact implementation description in Sect. 7.
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2 Graph Bisection RevisitedLet us �rst review the results from ref. [2] on using a neural network to obtain approximate solutionsto the graph bisection problem. This problem is mapped onto a Hop�eld energy functionE(~S) = �12Xi Xj TijSiSj (2)by the following representation. For each node, assign a neuron Si = 1 and for each pair of verticesSiSj , i = j, we assign a value Tij = 1 if they are connected, and Tij = 0 if they are not connected.In terms of �g. 1, we let Si = �1 represent whether node i is in the left or in the right position.With this notation, the product TijSiSj is zero whenever nodes i and j are not connected at all,positive whenever connected nodes i and j are in the same partition, and negative when they are inseparate partitions. With this representation, minimization of eq.(2) energy function will maximizethe connections within a partition while minimizing the connections between partitions. However,the net result will be that all nodes are forced into one partition. Hence we must add a "constraintterm" to the right hand side of eq.(2) that penalizes situations where the nodes are not equallypartitioned. We note that PSi = 0 when the partitions are balanced. Hence, a term proportionalto (PSi)2 will increase the energy whenever the partition is unbalanced. Our neural network energyfunction for graph bisection then takes the form:E = �12Xij TijSiSj + �2 (Xi Si)2 (3)where the imbalance parameter � sets the relative strength between the cutsize and the balancingterm. This balancing term represents a global constraint. The generic form of eq. (3) isE = "cost" + "global constraint" (4)which is typical when casting "di�cult" optimization problems onto neural networks. The originof the "di�culty" is very transparent here; the problems are frustrated in the sense that the twoconstraints ("cost" and "global constraint") are competing with each other.Gradient descent on the energy surface de�ned by eq. (3) can be performed by making local updateswith a step-function updating rule Si = sign(Xj (Tij � �)Sj) (5)This procedure takes us to the closest local minimumrather than the global minimum. This situationcan be remedied by using MFT equations, [2] which readVi = tanh(Xj (Tij � �)Vj=T ) (6)where the discrete variables Si have been replaced by the corresponding continuous mean �eld theoryvariables Vi =< Si >T (7)4



Before discussing the performance of eq. (6) with respect to the graph bisection problem one shouldmake an important comment. The generic form of the energy function in eq. (3) is very di�erentfrom a more standard heuristic treatment of the optimization problem. For example in the case ofgraph bisection one typically starts in a con�guration where the nodes are equally partitioned andthen proceeds by swapping pairs subject to some acceptance criteria. In other words the constraintof equal partition is respected throughout the updating process. This is in sharp contrast to neuralnetwork techniques (eq. (3)), where the constraints are implemented in a "soft" manner by aLagrange multiplier.In ref. [2] extensive studies of the performance of eq. (6) were made on graph bisection problemswith sizes ranging from N=20 to 2000 with very encouraging results. We summarize them as follows:� Quality of the solutions. The performance of the algorithm was very impressive andcomparable of that of the very time consuming simulated annealing.� Insensitivity to choice of � and T. Very good quality solutions were obtained for a sub-stantial area of the (�,T)-plane.� Small imbalance of �nal solution. The MFT solutions had a very small or none at allimbalance; i.e. PSi 6= 0 4, which was easily remedied by a Greedy Heuristics (see AppendixD).3 Graph PartitionLet us �rst review the formalism for the 1-of-K or neuron multiplexing method for this problem [3],which was also used in the context of the TSP problem in ref. [1]. Then we move to the core contentof this paper by reducing the 1-of-K encoding to the corresponding graded neuron encoding.3.1 1-of-K Encoding; Neuron MultiplexingIn order to map the graph partition problem onto a neural network we �rst introduce a second indexfor the neurons Sia = 0; 1 (8)where the index i denotes the node (i = 1; :::; N ) and a the set (a = 1; :::;K). Sia takes the value 1or 0 depending one whether node i belongs to set a or not. We use 0; 1 notation (rather than �1)in order get a more convenient form of the energy function, which in analogy with eq. (3) reads:E = 12Xij Xab TiajbSiaSjb + �2Xa (Xi Sia � NK )2 (9)As in the bisection case, the second term in eq. (9) represents the global constraint of equipartition;it is zero only if each of the K sets contains N=K nodes. There is an additional syntax constraintterm [1] built into Tiajb ensuring that the 1-of-K encoding is satis�ed.4In many engineering applications this is of no signi�cance.5



Tiajb = T (1)iajb + T (2)iajb (10)The cutsize and syntax constraint terms, T (1)iajb and T (2)iajb, are de�ned asT (1)iajb = Tij(1� �ab) (11)and T (2)iajb = ��ij (1� �ab) (12)respectively, where Tij=1 or 0 depending on ehether the ith and jth nodes are connected or not.The syntax term is zero if there is no more than 1 neuron "on" among the K neurons that encodethe ith node in the partition. The energy of eq. (9) now takes the formE = 12Xij Xa6=b TijSiaSjb + �2 Xi Xa6=bSiaSib + �2 Xa (Xi Sia � NK )2 (13)In its structure this equation di�ers from that of eq. (3 ,4) by the presence of the second termdescribing the syntax constraint.Again we de�ne mean �eld variables, Via =< Sia >T (cf. eq. (7)) and the corresponding MFTequations are given by Via = 12[1 + tanh((�@E(~V )@Via 1T )] (14)which with eq. (13) gives5Via = 12[1 + tanh[(�Xj Xb6=a TijVjb � �Xb6=a Vib � �(Xj Vja � NK ))=T ]] (15)The solution space of these MFT equations consists of the interior of the direct product of N K-dimensional hypercubes. In �g. 4 we show the cube corresponding to K = 3. Let us next turn toan alternative encoding which compacti�es the solution space by one dimension.3.2 Reduced 1-of-K Encoding; Graded NeuronsIn this section we restrict the allowed states for the neurons, such that exactly one neuron at everysite is on, and derive the corresponding K-state Potts glass mean �eld theory equations.5The 12 [1 + ::]- form of eq. (14) originates from the 0;1 notation of eq. (8).6



Figure 4: The volume of solutions corresponding to the 1-of-K encoding for K=3. The shaded planecorresponds to the solution space of the reduced 1-of-K encoding for K=3.3.2.1 The Potts GlassThe above restriction on the neurons can be compactly written asXa Sia = 1 (16)Thus for every i, Sia is one for only one value of a, and zero for the remaining values of a. So, theallowed values of the vector ~Si = (Si1; Si2; :::::SiK) are the principal unit vectors ~e1; ~e2; ::::; ~eK in anobvious vector notation. The number of states available at every node is thereby reduced from 2Kto K, and technically we have a K-state Potts model at our hands. In �g. 4 we show the space ofstates at one node for the case K=3.The energy function of eq. (13) can now be rewritten, using the constraint of eq. (16), asE = �12Xij Xa TijSiaSja � �2Xi Xa S2ia + �2 Xij Xa SiaSja (17)or, in vector notation, E = �12Xij Tij ~Si~Sj � �2 Xi ~S2i + �2 (Xi ~Si)2 (18)disregarding an unimportant constant term. Also note, that the second term can now be dropped,since it is anyway a constant. We will however keep it, since it will for some applications improvethe solution quality. Also it turns out to be a convenient regulator for avoiding chaotic bahaviour insynchronous updating (Cf. Section 6.1 and Appendix A). With � = 0, this expression has exactlythe same structure as the energy (eq. 3) for the graph bisection problem. Indeed, for K = 2, theyare completely equivalent (apart from a factor 2).7



3.2.2 Mean Field TheoryAs in the bisection case, we want to avoid getting stuck in local minima, by applying the mean �eldtechnique. For that reason we now derive the MFT equations, corresponding to eq (6) for~Vi =< ~Si >T (19)To this end, consider the Potts model partition functionZ =X~Si e�E(~Si)=T (20)where the sum runs over all possible con�gurations satisfying the constraint of eq. (16), i.e. ~Si =(1; 0; 0; ::); (0; 1;0; ::); (0;0;1; ::) etc.. The mean �eld theory trick is to rewrite this sum as an integraland to evaluate its integrand at the saddlepoint. For simplicity we here initially limit the discussionto one spin ~Si = ~S. A sum over ~S = ~e1; ~e2; ::::; ~eK can be rewritten in the following way:X~S f(~S) =X~S ZR d~V �(~S � ~V )f(~V ) = CX~S ZR d~V f(~V ) ZI d~Ue~U(~S�~V ) (21)Performing the sum one obtains, for f(~S) = e�E(~S)=T ,X~S e�E(~S)=T = ZR d~V ZI d~Ue�E(~V )=T�~U�~V+log zK(~U) (22)where zK is the "local" partition function given byzK(~U ) =X~S e~S�~U =Xa eUa (23)For the partition function of eq. (20) one then getsZ =X~Si e�E(~Si)=T = C � ZR d~Vi ZI d~Uie�E(~Vi)=T�Pi zK(~Vi)�~Ui�~Vi (24)The saddlepoints of eq. (24) are given by @~Vi = 0 and @~Ui = 0, yielding~Vi = ~FK(� @E@~Vi 1T ) (25)8



Figure 5: Contour map for the generalized sigmoid function F3 of eq. (27). The points in the interiorof the triangle, which represent the images under F3, were generated from equidistant circles with48 points/circle.where ~FK is a vector generalization of a sigmoidal function, de�ned as the average of ~S in the localpartition function (eq. (23)): ~FK(~U ) = P ~Se~U�~SP e~U�~S (26)Writing this out in components, we get F aK(~U ) = eUaPbeUb (27)which for K=2 gives rise to a tanh-function. Note that this expression automatically satis�es theconstraint Xa F aK(~U ) = 1 (28)Thus, when iterating eq. (25), the mean �eld variables ~Vi will be forced to live in this (K-1)-dimensional subspace of the original K-dimensional unit hypercube, as shown in �g. (4) for the caseK=3. The interpretation of Via as probabilities is obvious. In �g. 5 we have plotted a contour mapof ~FK for K=3.For the graph partitioning problem we now have the MFT equations:~Vi = ~FK(~Ui) (29)9



~Ui = � @E@~Vi 1T = [Xj (Tij � �)Vj + �~Vi)] 1T (30)We note the following properties of the saddle point equations (29,30):� ~Vi automatically lies in the subspace Pa Via = 1.� When iterating eqs. (29,30) the component of ~Vi orthogonal to this subspace will be completelyredundant, since ~FK by de�nition does not feel it. (It gives only a simultaneous scaling up ofnumerator and denominator in eq. (27).)4 The Travelling Salesman Problem4.1 1-of-K Encoding; Neuron MultiplexingThe extension of our formalism to this problem is straightforward, since it can be regarded as aspecial case of graph partitioning with K = N. Thus, in the 1-of-K formalism, we let the neuron Siabe on, if the city labelled i is visited at the a:th stop in the tour. So, for a valid tour, the neuronsbeing on should be characterized by a permutation a = P (i). As before, the energy will have threeterms: the length of the tour, which is the basic entity to be minimized, and two constraint terms;one for the local exclusion (for a given i, Sia is on for only one a), and one for the balance (everyvisiting label a should be used exactly once). Thus, as in ref. [1], we haveE =Xij DijXa SiaSj(a+1) + �2 Xi Xa6=b SiaSjb + �2 Xa (Xi Sia � 1)2 (31)where Dij is the distance between cities i and j, and a+ 1 is de�ned modulo N . We note that thisis not the only way of coding the problem, thus one could e.g. interchange the roles of the labels iand a, or employ di�erent penalty terms. However, the di�erent formulations seem to be more orless equivalent, and we will stick to the above formulation in what follows.As mentioned in the introduction the 1-of-K Mean Field method has been applied to the TSPproblem in refs.([1],[4]) with mixed results.4.2 The Reduced 1-of-K Encoding; Graded NeuronsNow we apply the reduction trick to above coding of the TSP problem. Again we consider onlystates of the neurons satisfying the constraint of eq. (16), which reduces the number of states from2N�N to NN . The energy of eq. (31) can then be written (up to an uninteresting constant) as10



E =Xij DijXa SiaSj(a+1) � �2 Xi Xa S2ia + �2 Xa (Xi Sia)2 (32)When we �nally apply the mean �eld trick, we obtain the following saddle point equations for themean �eld variables Via ~Vi = ~FN (~Ui) (33)with Uia = � @E@Via 1T = [�Xj (Dij(Vj(a+1) + Vj(a�1))� �Xj Vja + �Via]=T (34)with the sigmoidal vector function ~FN as de�ned in eq.(26 ).5 Reduced 1-of-K versus 1-of-K Encoding; A NumericalEvaluationLet us now compare the relative performance of two encoding schemes presented in the two previoussections. As a testbed we choose a K = 4; N = 100 graph partition of a random graph with theconnectivity between two nodes given by a probability P = 10=N . We choose this limited fan-outsince it makes the problem di�cult enough to separate the di�erent algorithms (�xed connectivitymakes the problem completely random and hence the quality of the di�erent algorithms are di�cultto disentangle). In �g. 6 we compare the performance of the two neural network encoding schemeswith random distributions and results from a �nely tuned simulated annealing algorithm (seeAppendix C for details). We have chosen the parameters in the neural network algorithms by trialmethods to be as close to optimal as possible. For the graded neuron approach we used T=0.6 and� = �0 =1. (b) and for the neuron multiplexing method we used T=2, � = alpha0=1.8 and � = �0=9. Note that for the graded neuron encoding one can set � = 0. As will discussed below theneuron multiplexing encoding is extremely sensitive to the choice of parameters in contrast to thegraded neuron encoding method.As can be seen from �g. 6 both methods produce very good solutions with our optimal choice ofparameters. The graded neuron approach is de�nitely the best one with a solution quality whichis in parity with that of simulated annealing. How sensitive is this performance to the choice ofparameters? This is illustrated in �g. 7, where we show the dependence of the cutsize when varying� and � around the optimal values, �o and �o used in �g. 6. It is clear from �g. 7 that whereasthe graded neuron method is quite stable when varying � over an order of magnitude the neuronmultiplexing method is very sensitive to the choice of � and �; tedious �ne tuning is required toobtain the results in �g. 6.Another striking di�erence between the two methods is the convergence time. In �g. 8 the evolutionof Via as a function of the number of updates (Nsweep) is shown for the two di�erent encodings. Fromthis �gure we note that the graded neuron encoding converges much faster that the conventional11



Figure 6: Comparison of MFT neural network solutions using graded neuron (a) and neuronmultplexing (b) encodings with random distributions and simulated annealing on a K = 4; N =100 graph. For parameter choice see text.neuron multiplexing encoding. In �g. 8 we make another observation. The solutions of the gradedneuron approach appear to be "quantized" in contrast to neuron multiplexing method where acontinuum in the [0,1] interval seems to be available. We have not yet an explanation for thisphenomenon.All the numerical analysis presented in this section have been limited to the K = 4; N = 100problem. The observed features are the same when increasing the problem size. Our �ndings canbe summarized as follows:The graded neuron method is superior to the neuron multiplexing one with respect to� Parameter sensitivity� Solution quality� Convergence times 12



Figure 7: Parameter sensitivity. (a) Graded neurons. (b,c) Neuron multiplexing. (�o and �o referto the optimal values used in �g. 6).It is thus clear that the reduced graded neuron method is the way to go. In what follows our e�ortswill entirely be focused on this method.6 Estimating the Parameters T , � and �The MFT equations contain three parameters T , � and �. Our aim is to estimate the values forthese so that a "trial-and-error" process can be avoided when applying the algorithm to di�erentproblems; we want the algorithm to be a "black box" from a users perspective.6.1 The Critical Temperature TcGraph PartitionThe spin systems onto which we have mapped the optimization problems typically have two phases;at large enough temperatures the system relaxes into the trivial �xed point V (o)ia , which is a com-13



Figure 8: Evolution of Vij as a function of Nsweep for the neuron multiplexing encoding (a) and thegraded neuron encoding (b).pletely symmetrical state, where all Via are equalV (0)ia = 1K (35)As the temperature is lowered a phase transition is passed at T = Tc and as T ! 0 �xed pointsV (�)ia emerge representing a speci�c decision made as to the solution to the optimization problemsin question. These �xed points are characterized by� � 1N Xia V (�)2ia = 1 (36)where we have introduced the saturation �. In �g. 9 this is illustrated for a K = 4; N = 100graph partition problem.The position of Tc depends on Tij, � and �. In this section we give a prescription for an estimate ofTc given these quantities. Our strategy for this goes as follows. The trivial �xed point corresponds14



Figure 9: (a). Internal energy E(Via) as a function of T for a K = 4; N = 100 graph partitionproblem. Also shown is the prediction from eq. (58) below for Tc with � = 1:5. (b). The saturation� as a function of T for the same problemto the symmetry point of the nonlinear gain functions in the MFT equations (eqs. (6)(29,30)),where these are almost linear (see �g. 10). Let us consider uctuations around the trivial �xedpoint Via = V (0)ia + �ia (37)First, from eqs. (29,30) it follows that Xa �ia = 0 (38)so the uctuations will always be perpendicular to (1,1,1,...). In the linear region the perpendicularcomponents of �ia evolve according to (suppressing the index a)�i = 1KT Xj Mij�j (39)where Mij = Tij � �+ ��ij (40)15



Figure 10: A K=2 sigmoid functionin the case of GP. For synchronous updating it is clear that if one of the eigenvalues to Mij=KT ineq. (39) is > 1 in absolute value the solutions will wander away into the nonlinear region. HenceTc will be determined by the eigenvalue distribution of Mij, and will obviously scale like 1=K fora �xed graph . In the case of serial updating the philosophy is the same but the analysis slightlymore complicated. We will therefore treat the two cases separately. A more detailed treatment ofthe contents in this section can be found in Appendix A.6.1.1 Synchronous UpdatingIn this case Tc is given byTc = 1K (largest absolute eigenvalue of M) (41)It turns out to be convenient to divide M up into its diagonal and o�-diagonal partsMij = (� � �)�ij + Aij (42)where the o�-diagonal part A is given byAij = Tij � �(1� �ij) (43)In terms of the extreme eigenvalues �max and �min of A (which depend on � but not �) we thushave Tc = 1Kmax(� � � � �min; � � �+ �max) (44)We stress that this is an exact equation for Tc. Also note the simple �-dependence; for a �xed �,Tc(�) can be obtained by probing it for two values of � (Cf. �g. 11). In Appendix A we show, usingthe average t and the standard deviation �t of the o�-diagonal elements of Tij, that for reasonablevalues of �, �min is well approximated by�min = �(N � 1)(�� t) (45)16



Figure 11: The (KT; � )-plane for synchronous updating. The two lines correspond to eigenvalues�1 and +1 respectively for t = 0.and that the other eigenvalues are comparatively closely distributed around a mean value �� t withthe standard deviation pN�t. We can thus write �max as�max = �� t+ �pN�t (46)where � > 0 is a numerical factor that gives the deviation of �max from the average in units ofthe standard deviation. Empirically we �nd � to lie in the region 1:5 to 2:0 for the graph partitionproblem.From eq. a(44) we can identify two distinct regions in the (KT; �)-plane, with di�erent behaviours(see �g. 11).Region (1). In this region one has� � N2 �� N � 22 t� 12�pN�t (47)and Tc = 1K [�� � + (N � 1)(�� t)] (48)corresponding to a non-degenerate eigenvalue �1 for the evolution matrix in eq. (42). This is asingle eigenvalue. Due to its sign the trivial �xed point solution will bifurcate into an alternatingphase when the temperature is lowered through Tc; all the ~Vi will jump more or less uniformly backand forth. Thus when executing the algorithm synchronously one should avoid this region. Suchoscillating behaviour has in fact been observed in spin-glass systems when updating MFT equationssynchronously [7]. 17



Region (2). In this region one has� � N2 �� N � 22 t� 12�pN�t (49)and Tc = 1K [� � t+ �pN�t] (50)corresponding to the eigenvalue +1, which in the limit of small uctuations (�t) is (N � 1)-folddegenerate. Hence the situation is very di�erent. The dynamics will be smooth with no oscillations.Due to the high approximate degeneracy of the relevant eigenvalue, the time evolution of the systemwill have a chance to "feel" its way to a good solution.6.1.2 Serial UpdatingThe analysis for this case is somewhat more elaborate. Again the relevant matrix is M=KT ,but in this case the updating proceeds row by row, and the linearized updating equation for theperpendicular uctuations �ia (cf. eq.(39)) now reads�0i = 1KT (i�1Xj=1Mij�0j + NXj=iMij�j) (51)where new values �0j are used for the previously updated components. DividingM up into an upper(U), diagonal (D) and lower (L) part eq.(51) can be rewritten in matrix notation�0 = 1KT [L�0 + (D+U)�] (52)or �0 = (KT � L)�1(U+D)� (53)where the LHS is the e�ective synchronous updating matrix that corresponds to serial updating. Inother words we have "synchronized" the analysis and again Tc is characterized by a unit modulusfor the largest eigenvalue �. In the case of � = 1, the result is the same as that of synchronousupdating. For j�j = 1; � 6= 1, it follows from a Hermiticity argument that this is possible only forT = (1=K)(�� �). Thus one obtains for the critical temperatureTc = 1Kmax[�� �; � � �+ �max]! Tc = 1Kmax[�� �; � � t+ �pN�t] (54)with � as before (eq. (46)) and again we �nd two regimes (see �g. 12). Region (1). In this regionone has � � �+ t2 � 12�pN�t (55)and Tc = 1K [�� �] (56)18



Figure 12: The (KT; � )-plane for serial updating. The two lines correspond to unitary eigenvalues6= 1 and = 1 respectively for t = 0.corresponding to N distinct unitary eigenvalues � 6= 1.Region (2). In this region one has � � �+ t2 � 12�pN�t (57)and Tc = 1K [� � t+ �pN�t] (58)with an approximately (N � 1)-fold degenerate eigenvalue � = 1.TSPThe above analysis was performed for the graph partition case. In the case of TSP a few minormodi�cations are needed. The evolution of small perpendicular uctuations �ia around the symmetrypoint V (0)ia = 1K = 1N (59)is in this case given by�0ia = 1KT [�Xj Dij(�j;a+1 + �j;a�1) � �Xj �ja + ��ia] (60)19



This expression can be partly diagonalized by performing a Fourier decomposition in a-space�ia = 1pN N�1Xk=0 e 2�iN ka�̂ik (61)For the perpendicular Fourier component k 6= 0 we obtain (suppressing the index k)�̂i = 1NT [�2 cos(2�kN )Xj Dij �̂j � �Xj �̂j + ��̂i] (62)and we can take over the results from the previous section by simply replacing Tij by�2 cos(2�k=N )Dij,and in the end maximizing also over k 6= 0. In the case of synchronous updating the resulting esti-mate for Tc is Tc = 1Nmax[�� � + (N � 1)(�+ 2d); � + 2d+ 2�pN�d] (63)with d and �d being the average and standard deviation for the o�-diagonal elements of D. In thecase of serial updating one instead getsTc = 1Nmax[�� �; � + 2d+ 2�pN�d] (64)For reasonable values of �, we �nd empirically for the case of TSP that � � 0:65pN . This behaviourcan be understood by considering a similar (but simpler to analyze) problem with the distances Dijreplaced by D2ij. There one �nds a clustering of the N � 1 eigenvalues �? into a 2-fold group(with � = �max) and an (N � 3)-fold group. This structure implies � = pN=2, which is a goodapproximation to the empirical result for � cited above.We have checked numerically the validity of our estimates for Tc (eqs. (63,64)) using � = 0:65pNand we consistently �nd very good agreement.6.2 The Lagrange parameters � and �Let us now turn to the Lagrange parameters � and �. The latter is redundant from the encodingpoint of view, as is obvious from eq. (16). However, it turns out that for TSP the presence of the�- term has a constructive balancing e�ect in solving the MFT equations. Also, as is obvoius fromSection 6.1 � is very useful for picking the correct mode for the phase transition. In general thequality of the solutions are far less sensitive to the choice of � and � than they are to T .The parameter � governs the relative balance between "cost" and "rule" -terms. The choice ofbalance is of course up to the "programmer". What are the guidelines? For graph bisection � = 1means that both "cost" and "rule" term are equally important, since the cost associated with anadditional cut is 1=2PTijSiSj = 2 and the corresponding cost for an imbalance is �=2(PSi)2 = 2�.We have in all our calculations chosen � = 1 for graph partition. For TSP the situation is a littledi�erent since the "cost" is an analog number representing city distances and the absolute magnitudehas to be chosen accordingly. Our TSP testbeds consist of cities randomly chosen in a unit square.We have again chosen � = 1. This number is on the high side since almost 100% of our solutionsare perfectly balanced. In addition we use � = 0:5.20



7 Numerical ExplorationsIn Sect. 5 we made a preliminary evaluation of the graded neuron method for the purpose ofcomparing it with the more conventional neuron multiplexing encoding for a 4�100 graph partitionproblem. For that purpose we used a �xed temperature T = 0:7 and � = 1 based on a "trial-and-error" search. The graded neuron approach was found to be superiour with respect to parameterinsensitivity and quality of the solutions. In this section we will perform a more systematic numericalevaluation of di�erent sized GP and TSP problems capitalizing on the knowledge gained in theprevious section on the approximate location of Tc. At least two alternatives are at our proposal.One is to use a �xed temperature approach as in Sect.5 with T chosen below Tc. The other optionis annealing where one chooses a temperature slightly above Tc and then anneals down to somevalue for the saturation �. We have chosen this alternative with �final = 0:9. The reason for notchoosing � = 1 is that the performance of the �nal greedy heuristics (see Appendix D) improveswith a not too "cold" solution.As far as the number of sweeps per temperature goes, we have taken a dynamical approach. Ateach temperature Tn we iterate the MFT equations until the convergence criterium1NK Xia jVia(t + 1)� Via(t)j < � (65)is full�lled. In other words Nsweep depends on T . It turns out that Nsweep(T ) stays constant at avery small number before and after phase transition, whereas it blows up around Tc. For � we use0:004=K for GP and 0:050=N for TSP. In summary our algorithm is implemented in the following"black box" manner in the case of serial updating:� Choose a problem (Tij).� Set � = 1; � = 0 and � = 1; � = 0:5 for GP and TSP repectively.� Determine Tc according to eqs. (58,64).� Initialize with Via = 1=K + 0:001� rand[�1; 1].� Anneal with Tn = 0:9� Tn�1 until � = 0:9.� At each Tn perform Nsweeps(T ) according to eq. (65).� After � = 0:9 is reached perform the greedy heuristics according to Appendix D.For synchronous updating the procedure is the same except that � has to be chosen such that eq.(A4) with eigenvalue �1 is avoided. All numerical results reported below refer to serial updating.We have also con�rmed that similar results and conclusions hold for the synchronous updating case.In �gs. (13,14) we show results for 4 � 100 and 10 � 100 graph partition problems. Again thegraphs were generated by randomly connecting the nodes with probability P = 10=N . The resultsare impressive! Our neural network algorithm performs as well (in some cases even better) than thesimulated annealing method with excessive annealing and sweep schedule (see Appendix C). Thisis accomplished with a very modest number of sweeps, O(50� 100).21



In the graph partition problem one has Tij either 1 or 0. One can imagine applications, where anextension to other values for Tij is called for. We have probed problems with Tij � [0; 1; 2; 3;4] andagain we �nd very impressive results.In �gs. (15,16,17) the results for N = 50, N = 100 and N = 200 travelling salesman problems areshown. The problems were generated by picking cities at random with distances in the unit square6.Again the results are extremely good. The neural network results fall on the tail of the simulatedannealing ones. De�ning the relative quality q as the ratioq = < random > � < neur: netw: >< random > � < sim: ann: > (66)we �nd that (1 � q) never exceeds 8%, which is a very low number. Furthermore, as in the graphpartition case, there are no real bad solutions.The results reported in the �gures refer to one problem per problem size. We have checked whetherour conclusions are accidental for these particular problems and found (not unexpectedly) that thisis not the case.The choice of N = 200 as the maximal problem size is entirely due to limited available computertime. We have no reason to believe a degradation in performance for larger problem sizes.Regarding the scaling properties of the algorithm we cannot give a strict answer since we use adynamical Nsweep (see eq. (65). It seems though that for a desired solution quality (governed by� in eq. (65)) there is no signi�cant problem size dependence (see numbers for < Nsweep > in �gs.13-17).The imbalance prior to applying the greedy heuristics is neglible; on the average 0:1% of K � Nand N2 for GP and TSP respectively.8 SummaryAlgorithmic IssuesWe have mapped di�cult optimization problems like graph partition and travelling salesman prob-lems onto neural networks with graded spins (Potts glass) rather than the more commonly usedspin multiplexed encodings (Ising glass). In this alternative formulation two major advantages haveemerged.� Solution quality and parameter sensivity. Our Potts glass formulation is superior tothe Ising glass. The reason is that part of the constraints can be strictly embedded in theenergy function, which reduces the solution space accordingly. The method is therefore farless sensitive to the choice of parameters.6For other scales of distances the values for � and � of course have to be rescaled accordingly.22



Figure 13: Comparison of Neural Network solutions versus Simulated Annealing and Random Dis-tributions for a 4�100 Graph Partition Problem. The histograms are based on 100 experiments forthe Neural Network and Simulated Annealing algorithms and 1000 for the Random Distributions.� Estimating Tc. This quantity can be estimated for a given problem in advance within � 10%accuracy by �nding the distribution of eigenvalues of the linearized updating equation. Thismakes the method even more parameter insensitive.As a by-product of the eigenvalue analysis mentioned above we are able to consistently avoidbifurcating behaviour in the case of synchronous updating. This is important when the algorithmis implemented on a SIMD architecture like CRAY and the Connection Machine.Numerical PerformanceOur neural network algorithm is benchmarked against simulated annealing for the graph partitionand travelling salesman problems with respect to the quality of the solutions. In order to get a goodestimate for the absolute minima the simulated annealing algorithm was run with a very generousannealing schedule (see Appendix C). Graph partition problems of sizes 4� 100 and 10� 100 wereinvestigated and for TSP the corresponding problem sizes were N = 50; 100 and 200. We limited23



Figure 14: Comparison of Neural Network solutions versus Simulated Annealing and Random Dis-tributions for a 10�100 Graph Partition Problem. The histograms are based on 50 experiments forthe Neural Network and Simulated Annealing algorithms and 1000 for the Random Distributions.ourselves to these problem sizes since no performance degradation was observed when increasingthe number of neurons. Very good quality solutions were consistently found.� For graph partition all solutions were within 2% from the average simulated annealing results7.The average solutions di�ered from simulated annealing by only 0:5%.� For the travelling salesman problem the corresponding numbers were 10% and 8% respectively.CommentsAs far as convergence time goes we have observed no K- or N - dependence for the problem sizesprobed. The comparisons with simulated annealing concern quality only. When discussing the totaltime consumption one has to distinguish between serial and parallel implementations. With serialexecution the time consumption, � , of the graded neuron algorithm is / N3 for TSP as in theneuron multiplexing case [1]. This should be compared with N2 for simulated annealing. The real7This is in contrast to most other neural network applications, where even if most solutions are very good oneoccasionally hits a very bad one. 24



Figure 15: Comparison of Neural Network solutions versus Simulated Annealing and Random Dis-tributions for a N = 50 Travelling Salesman Problem. The histograms are based on 10 experimentsfor the Neural Network and Simulated Annealing algorithms and 1000 for the RandomDistributions.advantage lies in the inherent parallelism, which when exploited, gives � / constant for a generalpurpose parallel machine or custom made hardware.The technique for obtaining the approximate position of Tc and for determining in advance whetherthe system will enter a chaotic phase or not is of course not limited to the optimization problemsdealt with in this paper. It can be applied to simulations of magnetic systems [7], bidirectionalassociative memories [10] and bidirectional supervised learning [11].
25



Figure 16: Comparison of Neural Network solutions versus Simulated Annealing and Random Dis-tributions for a N = 100 Travelling Salesman Problem. The histograms are based on 10 experimentsfor the Neural Network and Simulated Annealing algorithms and 1000 for the RandomDistributions.Appendix AFor both problems considered in this paper, the linearized dynamics of small uctuations aroundthe trivial �xed point has the form�i = 1KT [(� � �)�i +Xj Aij�j] (A1)where the real symmetric matrix Aij has only o�-diagonal elements. In order to estimate thecritical temperature Tc, where the symmetry point turns unstable, we have to distinguish betweensynchronous and serial updating.Synchronous UpdatingIn this case only "old" values of � are used in updating eq. (A1). Thus in matrix notation one has� = 1KT [(� � �)1+A]� (A2)This equation is stable if all eigenvalues of the updating matrix 1=KT [(� � �)1 + A] are smallerthan unity in absolute value. Since the matrix is real symmetric, there are therefore two ways in26



Figure 17: Comparison of Neural Network solutions versus Simulated Annealing and Random Dis-tributions for a N = 200 Travelling Salesman Problem. The histograms are based on 5 experimentsfor the Neural Network and Simulated Annealing algorithms and 1000 for the RandomDistributions.which the dynamics can turn unstable:� The largest eigenvalue is > 1� The smallest eigenvalue is < �1In terms of the eigenvalues of A this happens atT syncc = 1K [� � �+ �max] (A3)and T syncc = 1K [�� + �� �min] (A4)respectively, where �max(�min) is the largest (smallest) eigenvalue of A. The critical temperatureis then given by the larger of the two, i.e.T syncc = 1Kmax[� � �+ �max;�� + �� �min] (A5)Eq. (A5) can be rewritten asT syncc = 1K [ 12(�max � �min) + j� � �+ 12(�max + �min)j] (A6)27



which is obviously a positive number. Since the eigenvalues �max and �min depend on � but noton �, we can express T syncc as a function of � asT syncc (�) = Tc(�sync0 ) + 1K j� � �sync0 j (A7)with �sync0 = �� 12(�max + �min) (A8)Tc(�sync0 ) = 12K (�max � �min) (> 0) (A9)The eigenvalue at Tc is +1 for � > �o and �1 for � < �oSerial UpdatingIn this case the updating proceeds using "fresh" values as input. Updating in the order of increasingi one has �0i = 1KT [(� � �)�i +Xj<iAij�0j +Xj>iAij�j] (A10)It is convenient to split the matrix A up into its upper (U) and lower (L) parts, A = U+L ,whereUij = � Aij if i < j0 if i � jLij = � 0 if i � jAij if i > jIn terms of U and L we can write eq. (A10) in matrix notation as�0 = 1KT [(� � �)�+ L�0 +U�] (A11)Eq. (A11) can be rearranged to give(KT1 � L)�0 = [(� � �)1+U]� (A12)or �0 = (KT1 � L)�1[(� � �)1+U]� (A13)where we have established the equivalent synchronous updating matrix~M = (KT1� L)�1[(� � �)1+U] (A14)Thus, with serial updating the dynamics turns unstable at the temperature Tc where the dominanteigenvalue of ~M becomes larger than one in absolute value. Since ~M is in general not symmetric,we must investigate the possibility of ~M having a general unitary eigenvalue �, j�j2 = 1. It isconvenient to distinguish between the two cases � = 1 and � 6= 1.28



� � = 1In this case we demand �0 = �. Substituting this into eq. (A11), we see that in this case werecover the case of eigenvalue = +1 for synchronous updating,T�=1 = 1=K(� � �+ �max) (A15)(see eq. (A3)), with �max > 0 being the largest eigenvalue of A.� � 6= 1, j�j = 1Writing � = exp(2i�) and substituting �0 = �� in eq. (A12) one obtainse2i�(KT1� L)� = [(� � �) +U]� (A16)which after rearrangement and a multiplication with exp(�i�) reads(ei�L+ e�i�U)� = [ei�KT + e�i�(� � �)]� (A17)Since L = Uy, the matrix on the LHS is Hermitian, and hence the eigenvalue on the RHSmust be real, which implies KTsin� = (�� �)sin� (A18)Since for � 6= 1 one has sin� 6= 0 we conclude that a unitary eigenvalue � 6= 1 is only possiblefor T�6=1 = 1=K(�� �) (A19)in which case eq. (A17) reads(ei�L+ e�i�U)� = (�� �) sin � � (A20)Thus the critical temperature for serial updating will be given by the larger of the two temperaturesin eqs(A15,A19): T serc = 1Kmax(�� �; � � �+ �max(�)) (A21)which can be written as a function of � asT serc (�) = T serc (�ser0 ) + 12K j� � �ser0 j (A22)with T serc (�ser0 ) = 12K�max(�) (> 0) (A23)and �ser0 = �� 12�max(�) (A24)For � > �sero , the dominant eigenvalue is 1, while for � < �sero , further analysis is needed. A glanceat eq. () indicates that when � ! �1, cos � must approach 0, i.e. � ! �1. On the other hand,when � = � � �=2, with � being any eigenvalue of A, there will exist an eigenvalue � = 1 due toeq. (A15). We therefore make the following conjecture:For � < �sero there will be N distinct unitary eigenvalues �i. In the limit � ! �1 all �i will tend to�1. When � increases they will slide separately along the unit circle, with T = 1=2(�� �) (exceptif N is odd in which case one of them will always be exactly �1) until the �rst two will meet at +1.This will happen at � = �sero , where the two lines yielding Tc cross (see �g. 12).29



Estimating �max and �minIn order to pin down the location of the two lines de�ning Tc (�gs. 11 and 12), for synchronous aswell as serial updating, we need an estimate of the two extreme eigenvalues �min and �max. of thematrix A in eq. (A1). For both problems investigated in this paper A has the following properties:� A is real symmetric and has no diagonal elements.� The o�-diagonal elements of A are characterized by an average value A and a standard devi-ation �A.In other words we have Xij Aij = N (N � 1)A (A25)Xij A2ij = N (N � 1)(A2 + �A) (A26)In order to estimate the eigenvalue-distribution of such a matrix, we start by approximating A byits average A(0) A(0)ij = A(1� �ij) (A27)which is trivially diagonalized, with two distinct eigenvalues:1. �(0)k = (N � 1)A, with the eigenvector ~x(0) = (1; 1; 1; 1; ::::).2. �(0)? = �A, with eigenvectors in the space orthogonal to ~x(0) [(N � 1)-fold degenerate].Next, we compute the corrections to �k due to the deviations A(1) of A from A(0) using standard�rst order perturbation theory.�(1)k = 1N Xij x(0)i (A(1)ij ::::)x(0)j = 1N Xij (A(1)ij ::::) = 0 (A28)where we have introduced the deviation A(1)ij = Aij � A(0)ij . Thus there are no corrections to �rstorder. The second order correction is given by�(2)k = 1N2AXijk x(0)i (A(1)ij ::::)(A(1)jk ::::)x(0)k = 1N2AXijk A(1)ij A(1)jk (A29)Making the simplifying assumption, that independent matrix elements are uncorrelated (which istr ue for GP), eq. (A29) reduces to�(2)k = 1N2AXij (A(1)ij )2 = N � 1N �2AA (A30)�(2)parallel is small as compared to �(0)k . We conclude that the eigenvalue �(0)k is insensitive to thecorrection and in what follows we will use it as an approximation to �k. For the exact matrixA the30



degeneracy of the eigenvalues will in general disappear. The extent of this splitting can be derivedin the following way. From the identities TrA = 0 (A31)TrA2 = N (N � 1)(A2 + �2A) (A32)we obtain Xi �i = 0 (A33)Xi �2i = N (N � 1)(A2 + �2A) (A34)Subtracting the contribution from �k, approximated by (N � 1)A we then haveX�? = �(N � 1)A (A35)X�2? = (N � 1)A2 + (N � 1)N�2A (A36)from which we conclude that �ave? = �A (A37)with a standard deviation given by �(�?) = pN�A (A38)For a large enough value for �, A will be negative, implying that the smallest eigenvalue is given by�min = (N � 1)A < 0 (A39)The largest eigenvalue is then �max = max(�?) (A40)It is natural to express �max in terms of �ave? and the standard deviation �(�?) as�max = �A + �pN�A (A41)where � is the di�erence between �max and �ave? in units of �(�?). The number � will depend onN and on the shape of the eigenvalue distribution.We have checked the approximation in eq. (A41) to �min numerically, and �nd a deviation of atmost a few percent both for GP and TSP. We have also numerically computed �. For GP, it seemsto lie consistently between 1:5 and 2 independent of N . This is in contrast to TSP, where � seemsto grow like pN , while quite insensitive to �. For a similar problem, using D2ij instead of Dij one�nds analytically � � pN=2 for large N . Typical �-values for N = 30; 50 and 100 are 3:3; 4:5 and6:4 respectively.
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Appendix BIn this appendix we analyze the ambiguity present in the formulation of the energy term both inGP and TSP. This ambiguity arises from the presence of constraints such as the balance constraint,enforcing a uniform total occupation of the di�erent "states" a:NXi=1 Via � NK = 0 (B1)for each a = 1; ::;K. These constraints are implemented by adding additional terms to the energy.GPFor GP the cutsize term reads EGP = �12Xij TijXa SiaSja (B2)Without a�ecting the structure of this expression, it can be modi�ed by adding to the matrix Tijterms depending on i or j only: Tij ! Tij +Xi +Xj (B3)This implies for the energy EGP ! EGP �Xi XiXj Xa SiaSja (B4)Using eq. (B1) and the identity of eq. (1) the change in energy is found to be just a constantEGP ! EGP � NK Xi Xi (B5)A further possible modi�cation is the addition of diagonal elements to Tij :Tij ! Tij + Yi�ij (B6)Because of the identity Xa SiaSia = 1 (B7)the change in energy will again be a mere constant. Combining these two options one can make Tijhave the following simple properties: Xj Tij = 0 (B8)Tii = 0; all i (B9)providing us with a natural "standard" expression for GP-like problems. The naturalness lies in theorthogonality to the � and � terms of eq. (18), implied by eq. (B8,B9). Also eq. (B8) gives a cleanseparation between E and the constraint terms.Clearly, the way the energy is expressed will a�ect the dynamics. There is no theoretical argumentfor why this natural way of expressing the energy should be better than that of eq. (9). In ournumerical simulations we have found no di�erence in performance.32



TSPFor the case of TSP the energy looks likeETSP = NXi;j=1 KXa SiaSa(i+1) (B10)where K = N and (a+ 1) are de�ned mod N . In analogy with eq.(B3) we modify Dij according toDij ! Dij +Ai +Xj (B11)again adding a constant to the energy. However there is no transformation corresponding to eq.(B4) for GP. Still, eq. (B11) could be use to produce a corresponding natural term for TSP, withDij satisfying Xj Dij = 0 (B12)
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Appendix CIn this appendix we give the details of the simulated annealing algorithm that is used in thispaper for comparison.For both the graph partition and travelling salesman problems we de�ne cost-functions, Ecost(C),for di�erent con�gurations C according to (cf. eqs.(17,32))Ecost(C) =Xij Tij (C1)where i and j belong to di�erent sets, andEcost(C) =Xij Dij (C2)where i and j belong to adjacent visits. The con�gurations C all obey the correct syntax so noadditional penalty terms are needed. As a basic move for the algorithm we de�ne a swap C ! C 0that preserves the correct syntax. C 0 is randomly chosen. For the graph partition case the swapconsist in interchanging a pair of nodes between any two sets. Correspondingly for the travellingsalesman problem a pair of cities is interchanged in the tour. The simulated annealing algorithm isgiven in �gure B1.The parameters of this algorithm are the initial temperature T0, and the annealing schedule, whichdetermines the next value of T and the length of time L spent at each T . Our annealing schedule(see �gure B2) is based upon a requirement that the temperature be high enough such that thevariance of the energy is less than T [9]:�hE(C)2i � hE(C)i2� =T � 1: (C3)1. Get an initial con�guration C.2. Get initial temperature T0 and initial time L0.3. While not yet \frozen", do the following:3.1 For 1 � i � L, do the following:3.1.1 Pick a random neighbor C 0 of C.3.1.2 Let � = E(C 0)�E(C).3.1.3 If � � 0 (downhill move), set C = C 0.3.1.4 If � > 0 (uphill move), set C = C 0 with probability e��=T .3.2 Update temperature T and time L.4. Return C. Figure B1: Simulated annealing.34



1. T0 = 10; L0 = N .2. Until variance of cost function < 0:05, update according to:T = T=0:8; L = N (heating up).3. While percentage of accepted moves > 50%, update according to:T = 0:95� T ; L = N (cooling).4. Until number of uphill moves = 0, update according to:T = 0:95� T ; L = 16N (slow cooling).Figure B2: Annealing schedule.Appendix DOur Neural Network MFT solutions are sometimes plagued with a minor imbalance. This is easilyremedied by applying a greedy heuristics to the solutions, which goes as follows: For the GPcase search for a node that can be moved to another set in order to achieve balance subject to therequirement of minimal additional cost (cutsize). This is done most e�ciently by limiting the searchof move candidates to "undecided" neurons close to the "0.5-line" in �g. 8b. Similarly for the TSPcase one moves visits to more than one city to unused visits. In the few cases where this greedyheuristics needs to be applied we observe almost no degradation in the quality of the solutions.Also, the CPU consumption of this procedure is negligible.
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